
Australiana.
1  **Akhurst, Adrian.** *HISTORY OF THE AUSTRALIAN CLUB, MELBOURNE.* Roy. 8vo, First Edition; pp. [ii], 70 (last 3 blank); 17 plates, 5 appendices; original cloth (marked; some foxing). (Melbourne); [The Australian Club]; (1943). *with*  
* A$50.00
2  Akhurst, Adrian.  **HISTORY OF THE AUSTRALIAN CLUB, MELBOURNE.**  Roy. 8vo, Second Edition; pp. [iv], 68(last blank); 17 plates, appendices; original buckram; a nice copy. [Melbourne; The Australian Club; 1978].  ***The original edition of 1943 reprinted in the Club’s Centenary Year. [with]

3 Angel, J. R.  **THE AUSTRALIAN CLUB 1838-1988.** The First 150 Years. Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. [vi], iv-x(recto), 1-403(verso); numerous illustrations (several coloured), notes, 4 appendices, bibliography, index; original vinyl; a fine copy in dustwrapper (spine a little faded). Sydney; John Ferguson, in association with The Australian Club; (1988). #67526

**A$50.00**
4  [Anley, Charlotte].  **THE PRISONERS OF AUSTRALIA.** A Narrative. By the Author of “Miriam”, “Influence”, “Essay on Body, Soul, and Spirit”, &c., &c. F’cap 8vo, First Edition; pp. viii, 192; original cloth (front joint worn; old signature of Evan Morgan at head of title-page & a few spots); a very good copy; scarce. London; J. Hatchard and Son; 1841.  ***Ferguson 3134. “An account of the state of female prisoners in New South Wales. The Author had visited Australia and conducted an investigation there”. - Ferguson. #6227    A$350.00
PRINTED FROM THE ORIGINAL COPPER-PLATES

5 Banks, Joseph & Solander, Daniel: CAPTAIN COOK’S FLORILEGIUM. A selection of engravings from the drawings of plants collected by Joseph Banks and Daniel Solander on Captain Cook’s first voyage to the islands of the Pacific, with accounts of the voyage by Wilfrid Blunt and of the botanical explorations and prints by William T. Stearn. Lion and Unicorn Press 1973. Large imperial folio, First Edition; pp. [ii] (half-title, verso blank), very fine engraved frontis. printed from the original 18th Century copper-plate, preceded by leaf of descriptive text, pp. [ii] (title, verso colophon), [iv] (Contents & List of Plates, last blank), [14] (The voyage, including half-title, verso blank), [22] (The botanical explorations, last blank, including half-title, verso blank), [4] (bibliog. & half-title to plates, versos blank), 29 very fine plates printed from the original 18th Century copper-plates, each preceded by a leaf of descriptive text, pp. [4] (Index to plates, verso colophon & limitation note, last 2 blank); list of subscribers to the standard edition loosely inserted; finely hand-bound by Zaehnsdorf in half Nigerian goatskin with Japanese silk paper sides (the edges of the latter just beginning to fray, as often), and French grooves; enclosed in the original felt-lined black buckram Solander box (the box slightly marked); a fine copy; very scarce. [London]; Lion and Unicorn Press; 1973. ***Edition limited to 100 numbered standard copies of which this is number 94, and ten special copies, with an additional 12 plates. Prior to the publication of this work, none of the original copper-plates had ever been published as engravings, although pulls had been made from some of the plates so that they could be reproduced by lithography for Hooker’s Flora Antarctica and other works, as well as some 320 of the total 738 plates which were reproduced in 1900 also by lithography.
For this book however great care was taken to print from the plates in the original manner intended and to do justice to the fine original eighteenth-century engraving by printing with inks of appropriate richness to the highest standards of copperplate printing. Great difficulties were experienced with the ink and the project, commenced in 1962, was not finally completed until 1974 but the result is magnificent. It remains the only publication to be printed from the original copper plates in the manner intended by the engraver. Both text and plates were printed on Crisbrooke handmade paper by J. Barcham Green. The text was handset by Alfred Page and printed by Harold Greenway and Michael Perry at the Royal College of Art. The plates were printed by Thomas Ross & Son, London and by Michael Rand of the Royal College of Art from the original copper-plates engraved for Joseph Banks and held in the British Museum (Natural History). The captions for the plates and the accompanying text by William T. Stearn and Daniel Solander are printed in different colours to identify the different regions from which the specimens came. Thirteen of the plates are of plants from Australia, eight from New Zealand, four from the Society Islands, three from Brazil and two from Java. An account of the travails of production is given in the accompanying book (see below). The work was oversubscribed before publication and of the 100 standard copies nearly half were subscribed by institutional libraries. [with]

Law, Joy. **CAPTAIN COOK’S FLORILEGIUM.** A note on its production. Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. 32; 3 mounted plates (2 coloured), 9 small specimens of printing experiments for the plates, 5 other illustrations, lists of subscribers to both standard and special editions; original quarter morocco; a fine copy. (London); Lion and Unicorn Press; 1976. ***Edition limited to 175 numbered copies of which this is number 94, to match the original volume above. The entire project was under the supervision of Joy Law from 1963 until completion. #21812 A$15,500.00
6 Barrington, George: **AN ACCOUNT OF A VOYAGE TO NEW SOUTH WALES**, by George Barrington, Superintendent of the Convicts, To which is prefixed a Detail of his Life, Trials, Speeches, &c. &c. Enriched with beautiful Colour’d Prints. London. Printed for M. Jones, No. 5, Newgate Street and Sherwood, Neely, & Jones, Paternoster Row, 1810. 8vo, Second Edition; pp. [ii](engraved title with hand-coloured vignette, verso blank), [iv](Preface to the Reader & Letters from Barrington, each 2 pp.), 2, 7-470; stipple-engraved portrait of “George Barrington, Late Officer of the Peace, at Paramatta. Engraved from a Miniature Picture in the possession of Mrs. Crane. Pub. March 25 - 1803 by M. Jones Paternoster-row” as frontispiece, 9 attractive hand-coloured plates (including six topographical views of Sydney); old calf (rebacked); an ex-library copy with cancelled stamp on title-page. [London]; Printed for M. Jones; 1810. ***Ferguson 486. LACKING the folding plan and pp. 3-6, 471-2, some of the preliminaries and the 4 pages of index. #57141

A$125.00
7  **Bonwick, James.**  *THE WILD WHITE MAN* and the Blacks of Victoria.  Second Edition.  Pp. [iv], 90, iv(Reviews of Mr. Bonwick’s Colonial Works, last blank); 2 plates engraved by Calvert, appendix; original yellow thin boards printed in red, with a scene showing a party “pacifying” the aborigines with a gun printed in black; (crudely rebacked, and with tape marks on boards, frontispiece and title-page, but otherwise internally very good); very scarce.  Melbourne; Printed and published by Fergusson & Moore; 1863.  ***Ferguson 7226; See Pescott 51-52-53. Pages 89-90, which Ferguson claims are rarely found, are tipped in and comprise “Additional Particulars collected since the publication of this work.” These are dated at the end November 1, 1866. The work is the second edition of that published in 1856 under the title “William Buckley, the Wild White Man, and his Port Phillip Black Friends.”  #67523  A$325.00
8  **Bonwick**, James.  **CURIOUS FACTS OF OLD COLONIAL DAYS.**  Cr. 8vo, First Edition; pp. viii, 352; original cloth, gilt, uncut; (some minor foxing, but a very good copy); scarce. London; Sampson Low, Son & Marston; 1870.  ***Pescott 63; Ferguson 7235.***  
#67521  
A$250.00
9  **Bonwick, James.** **PORT PHILLIP SETTLEMENT.** With map, numerous drawings, and letters in facsimile. Thick demy 8vo, First Edition; pp. x, 538, [2](adv. consisting of Reviews of Former works); coloured frontispiece, plate of facsimile signatures, folding facsimile of Fawkner’s MS. newspaper, “The Melbourne Advertiser”, of February the 19th 1838, 29 plates; original blue publisher’s cloth, lettered on spine (the secondary binding); (marginal tears to several leaves at start repaired). London; Sampson Low; Marston, Searle, and Rivington; 1883. ***LACKING the folding facsimile letters and copy of Batman’s plan of Port Phillip. #67515  

A$150.00
10 Bonwick, James. **THE LOST TASMANIAN RACE.** Cr. 8vo, First Edition; pp. [ii] (notices of Mr. Bonwick’s Works), [vi], 216, [2] (verso blank, see below); 12 plates; original publisher’s grey cloth, illustrated in red; a very good copy; scarce. London; Sampson Low, Marston, Searle, and Rivington; 1884. ***Ferguson 7253; Pescott 86. The final leaf contains de Quatrefages’ favourable criticism of Bonwick’s former works on the Tasmanian aborigines. #25120 A$250.00
11 Bonwick, James. **AUSTRALIA’S FIRST PREACHER;** the Rev. Richard Johnson, First Chaplain of New South Wales. Cr. 8vo, First Edition; pp. viii, 264, [2](adv., verso blank); folding facsimile document; original cloth; a very good copy. London; Sampson Low, Marston & Company; [1898]. ***Ferguson 7266; Pescott 104. A. W. Jose’s copy with extensive insertions comprising notes in his hand, relevant clippings, etc. #67522**

A$200.00
12  **Bonwick, James**: *JAMES BONWICK*: A Writer of School Books and Histories. With a Bibliography of his Writings. By Edward Edgar Pescott. 4to, First Edition; pp. 48(last 5 blank); portrait frontispiece; original cloth-backed printed boards; a fine copy; scarce. Melbourne; H. A. Evans & Son; 1939.  ***Edition limited to 250 signed and numbered copies; this is copy no. 2.***  #25740  A$185.00
13 [Bracken, Warwick; & others]. **TWO CENTURIES.** Australia 1770. 1970. Large square 4to, First Edition; pp. 120; numerous coloured & b/w. illustrations including facsimile reproductions of pages of Cook’s log & his instructions from the Admiralty; a nice copy in slightly defective plastic dustwrapper. [Sydney; Australian News & Information Bureau; 1970]. ***With, loosely inserted, a presentation letter to Sir Archibald [Glenn]. #6301

A$25.00
14 **Bride, Thomas Francis. LETTERS FROM VICTORIAN PIONEERS:** Being a Series of Papers on the Early Occupation of the Colony, the Aborigines, etc., addressed by Victorian Pioneers to His Excellency Charles Joseph La Trobe, Esq., Lieutenant-Governor of the Colony of Victoria. First Edition; pp. [ii], xiv, 328(last 3 blank); folding map (an old tape repair to inner margin), 2 plates, index; original cloth; (lacking front endpaper; inscription on half-title; otherwise a nice, clean copy); scarce. Melbourne; Robt. S. Brain, Government Printer (for the Trustees of the Public Library); 1898. **Ferguson 7385. Complete with the folding map & 2 plates not mentioned by Ferguson. The work was not actually published until 1899.**

#561

A$175.00
15 Bridges, Roy. **FROM SILVER TO STEEL.** The Romance of the Broken Hill Proprietary. Thick cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. 312; 3 folding panoramas & 65 full-page plates, including the unlisted plate of administrative staff in 1920 facing p. 232; original cloth; a very good copy. Melbourne; Geo. Robertson; 1920. #485 A$150.00
16  **Brookes, Mabel.**  **RIDERS OF TIME.**  With Illustrations by Harold Freedman.  Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. xiv, 218(last blank); 75 illustrations (mostly in sepia & colours); original cloth; a very good copy in defective dustwrapper.  (South Melbourne); Macmillan; 1967.  ***Dame Mabel Brookes's memories of most of the significant early Australians she (or her grandmother) have known.  A nicely produced book.  #49061**  

A$30.00
17  Buckrich, Judith.  **WELL ROWED UNIVERSITY.**  Melbourne University Boat Club.  The First 150 Years.  Roy. 4to, First Edition; pp. xvi, 320; very numerous coloured & b/w. illustrations, 11 appendices, notes, bibliography, index, CD containing photo library in pocket of rear board; original papered boards; a nice copy in dustwrapper.  (Melbourne); Melbourne University Boat Club Inc.; (2009).  #67496  A$45.00
PRIMARY SOURCE MATERIAL
ON THE
VICTORIAN EXPLORING EXPEDITION

18 Burke and Wills Expedition: 1861-2. Victoria. BURKE AND WILLS COMMISSION. Report of the Commissioners appointed to enquire into and report upon the circumstances connected with the Sufferings and Death of Robert O’Hara Burke and William John Wills, the Victorian Explorers. Presented to both Houses of Parliament by His Excellency’s Command. F’cap folio, First Edition; pp. xii, 104; 12 appendices; printed on blue paper & sewn, as issued; (foxing to several leaves); a very good copy; rare. Melbourne; John Ferres, Government Printer; 1862-63. ***Parliamentary Paper No. 97 of 1861-2 (McLaren 5542; Maria 35; Wantrup 167). This paper contains the Minutes of Evidence of the examinations of John Macadam, William Brahe, Thomas McDonough, Edward Wecker, John King, Dr. F. Mueller, Alfred W. Howitt, William Wright, Herman Beckler, and a number of others; and in the Appendices are included the Instructions to Burke, his despatches from Torowotto and Cooper’s Creek, Mr. Wright’s despatches, extracts from the journals of Herman Beckler, William Wright and William Wills, report from William Brahe and John King’s narrative. A rare and important paper with much primary source material. #53487 A$1300.00
19  **Burn, David.** *AN EXCURSION TO PORT ARTHUR IN 1842.*  
Demy 8vo; pp. x(adv.), 93, xii-xx (adv); 9 full-page illustrations, index; original wrappers (a little worn; text a little wrinkled); a very good copy; scarce. Tasmania; [J. W. Beattie]; N.D. [c. 1913].  

***The account by Burn finishes on page 44, and is followed by several other items relating to Port Arthur and the convict days, including Records from the Office of the Comptroller-General of Convicts.***  

#26736  
A$35.00
20 Burnet, Sir Macfarlane. **CHANGING PATTERNS.** An atypical autobiography. First Edition; pp. [x], 282; portrait frontispiece, 4 plates, appendix, bibliography, index; original papered boards; a nice copy in dustwrapper. (Melbourne); Heinemann; (1968). ***Renowned for his work in immunology, amongst other things. #67497  A$45.00
21 Burton, Canon A.; Compiled by. **HISTORY OF ST. MARY’S BUSSELTON.** Cr. 8vo, Fifth Edition; pp. 32; 4 coloured illustrations; original wrappers. (Perth; St Mary’s Ladies’ Guild); [1980]. ***First published in 1940, here extended.*** #67513

A$15.00
22  **Casey, Lord.** **AUSTRALIAN FATHER AND SON.**  Second Impression; pp. 192 (last 4 blank); 3 full-page maps & sketch map, 12 plates, 1 graph, index; original papered boards; a very good copy in dustwrapper. London; Collins; (1967).  ***A biography of the author’s father and grandfather, with emphasis on the development of Australia as the context and a focus of their lives. #53816  A$30.00
Casey, Maie. **AN AUSTRALIAN STORY 1837-1907.** First Edition; pp. 196(last 2 blank); full-page map, numerous head & tail illustrations by the Author; original cloth; a very good copy in torn dustwrapper. London; Michael Joseph; (1962). #62851 **A$25.00**
24 [Cash, Martin]: **MARTIN CASH.** The Bushranger of Van Diemen’s Land in 1843. A Personal Narrative of his Exploits in the Bush and his Experiences at Port Arthur and Norfolk Island. Fifteenth Thousand. Cr. 8vo; pp. [iv], 184; original illustrated wrappers (worn). Hobart; J. Walch & Sons; N.D. [c. 1900?]. ***Includes the preface to the first edition by the author. With the pencilled signature of Norman Brookes on title-page & following leaf and enclosed in card wrapper with Mabel Brookes’ bookplate. #67502  A$45.00
Convict Ship Success: AUSTRALIAN CONVICT SHIP EXHIBITION. Catalogue. On View 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Price Threepence. Thrilling Descriptive Lectures at Intervals. 8vo; pp. 16; 4 illustrations; original pictorial wrappers; a fine copy; rare. Manchester; B. Eastwood & Co., Printers; N.D. [c. 1900]. ***With remarks on bushrangers including the Kelly Gang. #67512 A$200.00
26  Darwin, Charles.  **Sir John Lubbock’s Hundred Books.**  
**JOURNAL OF RESEARCHES INTO THE NATURAL HISTORY AND GEOLOGY** of the Countries Visited during the Voyage of H.M.S. “Beagle” Round the World. Under the Command of Capt. Fitz Roy, R.N. (From the Corrected and Enlarged Edition of 1845).  Cr. 8vo; pp. xiv, 382(last blank); portrait frontispiece, a few text illustrations, index; contemporary half leather, with marbled sides & endpapers; top edge gilt; (spine a little worn); a nice copy; scarce. London and New York; George Routledge and Sons; N.D. [1891].  ***Not in Ferguson; Freeman 69, the first Routledge edition, clearly derived from the Ward, Lock editions but without the biographical introduction by G. T. Bettany. #66392  
A$95.00
27 Ellis, M. H. **LACHLAN MACQUARIE**: His Life, Adventures and Times. With Reference Notes and Bibliography. Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. xiv, 698(last blank); endpaper maps, 8 plates (7 coloured); appendices, ref. notes, bibliography, index; original cloth; a very good copy. Sydney; Dymock’s Book Arcade Limited; 1947. ***Edition of 2000 copies, this copy inscribed and signed by the Author. #67492  
A$125.00
28  Ellis, M. H.  **LACHLAN MACQUARIE.**  His Life, Adventures and Times. Roy. 8vo, Fifth Edition, reissued; pp. xxvi, 614; full-page map (Macquarie’s India), 8 plates, 2 appendices, bibliography, ref. notes, index; original stiff wrappers; a very good copy. (Sydney); Angus & Robertson, an Imprint of HarperCollins Publishers; (2010).  ***First published in 1947 and in this edition in 1973.***

#67493

A$35.00
29  **Ellis, M. H. FRANCIS GREENWAY: His Life and Times.** Cr. 4to, Limited Edition de luxe; pp. [xvi], x, 298, [2](blank); 8 maps & plans, 26 coloured plates (5 double-page & 6 full-page), 22 b/w. illustrations (mainly by Morton Herman), appendices, bibliography, ref. notes, index; original full blue morocco, gilt; a nice copy. Sydney; The Shepherd Press; 1949. ***De Luxe Edition, limited to 350 numbered copies, signed by the Author, and printed on superior paper; an attractive publication.*** #67494  

A$250.00
30  **Eureka Riots**: 1855-6. Victoria.  **BALLAARAT RIOTS.** Expenses of Troops and Police.  Return to Address,—Mr. Wheeler, 17th January, 1856.  Laid upon the Council Table by the Chief Secretary, by Command of His Excellency the Officer Administering the Government, and ordered by the Council to be printed, 17th March, 1856.  F’cap folio; pp. 6.  Melbourne; John Ferres, Government Printer; 1856.  #41619  **A$45.00**
31 **Eureka Riots: 1854. Victoria. DISTURBANCES AT BALLAARAT.** Ordered by the council to be printed, 5th December, 1854. F’cap folio; pp. 6(last blank). [Melbourne; John Ferres, Government Printer]; 1854. ***Copies of Correspondence detailing the circumstances of the Eureka Riots and reply from the Colonial Secretary’s Office conveying approval of the conduct of the Civil and Military Authorities (this signed by John Foster). [with]


1854-5. **Victoria. COPIES OF CORRESPONDENCE RESPECTING AMERICAN CITIZENS** Who were supposed to have participated in the late riots at Ballaarat. F’cap folio; pp. [2]. [Melbourne; John Ferres, Government Printer]; 1855.

#67517 A$60.00
32  **Eureka Riots: 1855-6. Victoria. CLAIMS FOR COMPENSATION**
for Injuries and Losses sustained during The Ballarat Riots, with Report of the Commission Thereon. Return to Address—Mr. Grant, December 7, 1855. Laid upon the Council Table by the Chief Secretary, by Command of His Excellency the Officer Administering the Government, and ordered by the Council to be printed, 10th January, 1856. F’cap folio; pp. 6; sewn as issued; very scarce. Melbourne; John Ferres, Government Printer; 1856. [with]

**CLAIMS FOR COMPENSATION.** Ballarat. Supplementary Return to Address, Mr. Grant.—7th December, 1855. Laid upon the Council Table by the Chief Secretary, by Command of His Excellency the Officer Administering the Government, and ordered by the Council to be printed, 25th January, 1856. F’cap folio; pp. 2(verso blank); scarce. Melbourne; John Ferres, Government Printer; 1856. [with]

**CLAIMS FOR COMPENSATION.** Ballarat. Copies of Petitions from Certain Persons Claiming Compensation for Losses occasioned by the Riots at Ballarat. Laid upon the Council Table by the Chief Secretary, by Command of His Excellency the Officer Administering the Government, and ordered by the Council to be printed, 25th January, 1856. F’cap folio; pp. 24(last blank); sewn as issued; scarce. Melbourne; John Ferres, Government Printer; 1856. ***Detailed claims for compensation for property destroyed in the wake of the raid on the Eureka Stockade and the ensuing riots, together with statements of character of the witnesses, etc., etc. A valuable first-hand resource. #67519  A$225.00
33 **Eureka Riots:** 1855. Victoria. **BALLAARAT OUTBREAK.** Petition. Ordered by the Council to be printed, 18th December, 1855. F’cap folio; pp. 2(verso blank). Melbourne; John Ferres, Government Printer; 1855. [with]


1856. Victoria. **REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE OF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL ON BALLAARAT COMPENSATION,** (Bentley’s Hotel,) together with the Proceedings of the Committee. Ordered by the Council to be printed, 14th March, 1856. F’cap folio; pp. iv. Melbourne; John Ferres, Government Printer; 1856. [with]

1855-6. Victoria. **MR. B. S. HASSALL.** Claim for Compensation, with copies of evidence, &c. Return to Address, Mr. Humffray—21st February, 1856. Laid upon the Council Table by the Chief Secretary, by Command of His Excellency the Officer Administering the Government, and ordered by the Council to be printed, 22nd February, 1856. F’cap folio; pp. 4(last blank); scarce. Melbourne; John Ferres, Government Printer; 1856. ***Together, five papers, giving details of the deliberations of the Select Committee chaired by Peter Lalor on the claims for compensation for loss of property and personal injury. #67520 A$220.00

#14947  

A$45.00
35 Featherstone, Guy; Edited by. THE COLONIAL CHILD. Papers presented at the 8th Biennial Conference of the Royal Historical Society of Victoria Melbourne, 12-13 October 1979. First Edition; pp. [xii], 88(last blank); 8 illustrations, references; original stiff wrappers; a fine copy. (Melbourne); Royal Historical Society of Victoria; 1981. #67516

A$25.00
36 [Fox, Charles A. O.; Editor.].  **A WARNING VOICE** from a Penitent Convict. The Life, Hardships, and Dreadful Sufferings of Charles Adolphus King who was Tried at Liverpool Assizes, for Returning from Transportation. Pp. [24](last 2 blank); Introduction & biographical notes by Charles Fox; original stiff wrappers; (foxed). (Swansea; The Editor; 1956). ***Edition limited to 500 copies only.***

#4305

A$20.00
37 Froggatt, Walter W.  **Department of Agriculture, New South Wales.**  **SOME USEFUL AUSTRALIAN BIRDS.**  Roy. 8vo, First Edition; pp. 86; 62 coloured plates, index; original cloth, gilt; (hinges cracked, but firm); a very good copy; scarce. Sydney; William Applegate Gullick, Government Printer; 1921. #1067  A$135.00

**A$200.00**
39  **Grant, A. C.  **BUSH-LIFE IN QUEENSLAND** or John West’s Colonial Experiences. 2 vols., First Edition; Vol. I, pp. viii, 280(last blank); Vol. II, pp. vi, 294(last blank), [4](adv.); original decorated cloth; front board to Vol. I and rear board to Vol. II a little spotted; rear joint to Vol. II slightly damaged (3 cm); internally nice & clean; scarce. Edinburgh and London; William Blackwood and Sons; MDCCCLXXXI [1881]. ***Ferguson 10047. Dame Mabel Brookes’ copy with her bookplate in each volume. #67509  A$250.00
40 [Gross, Alan]. **VICTORIA’S FIRST GOVERNMENT HOUSE 1839-1854.** Commentary and Catalogue. 8vo, First Edition; pp. [16]; 8 illustrations; original pictorial wrappers; a very good copy. [Melbourne; National Trust of Australia (Victoria); c. 1960]. ***Based on Gross’s biography of C. J. La Trobe. #67500 A$25.00
41 Harvie, Joseph C. **THE HISTORY OF THE CONVICT HULK “SUCCESS” AND “SUCCESS” PRISONERS.** A Vivid Fragment of Colonial History. Second U.K. Edition; pp. 80; 6 plates, 5 text illustrations; original pictorial wrappers; a very good copy; very scarce. London; Printed by the Nassau Press; 1897. ***Ferguson 10279. First published in the U.K. at Leeds in 1895 - all early editions are scarce. Including accounts of various bushrangers including the Kelly gang. #67510 A$250.00
42 Hill, Ernestine. **MY LOVE MUST WAIT.** The Story of Matthew Flinders. First Edition; pp. [viii], 464(last blank), [2] (Acknowledgments), [2](blank); original cloth (a little marked; spine faded); a very good copy. Sydney; Angus and Robertson Ltd; 1941. ***A fictionalized account based on the facts by a consummate writer, but, a most interesting copy, extensively annotated in pencil with notes on departures from the facts, genealogical chart on front endpaper and two clippings inserted, together with a carbon typescript (author unidentified) of a letter to the editor pointing out some of these discrepancies. This first edition is quite scarce. #67514 A$85.00
43  [Hoban, Sergeant L. E.] A CENTENARY HISTORY OF THE NEW SOUTH WALES POLICE FORCE 1862-1962. 4to, First Edition; pp. 128; 4 coloured plates, numerous b/w. illustrations; original stiff wrappers; a very good copy. (Sydney; Victor C. N. Blight, Government Printer); 1962. #67495  A$35.00
44  **Howitt, Mary E. B.**  **THE HOWITTS IN AUSTRALIA.**  8vo; pp. 24; 4 portraits on 2 plates; contained in The Victorian Historical Magazine, Vol. III, No. 1, pp. 48; Erratum slip; original wrappers. Melbourne; The Historical Society of Victoria; 1913. ***Containing also Bibliography of the State of Victoria, by Edward A. Petherick, pp. 41-48. #67511  

A$30.00
45  James, John Stanley (‘The Vagabond’, ‘Julian Thomas’). **THE VAGABOND PAPERS.** Edited and with an Introduction by Michael Cannon. Med. 8vo; pp. xii, 274, [2](blank); frontispiece, 43 illustrations, bibliography, index; original cloth; a nice copy in slightly worn dustwrapper. (Melbourne); Melbourne University Press; (1969). ***An abridged edition of the 5 volumes originally published in 1877-78 by George Robertson. #5192  
A$30.00
47  King, Norman; Mungomery, R. W.; Hughes, C. G.  Australian Agricultural and Livestock Series.  MANUAL OF CANE-GROWING.  Second Edition, revised and enlarged; pp. [viii], 376(last blank); 108 plates (9 coloured), numerous illustrations, index; original cloth; (inscription on endpaper); a very good copy. (Sydney); Angus and Robertson; (1965).  ***First published in 1953.  #67507  A$30.00
Kingsford-Smith, C. E. and Ulm, C. T. P. *Story of “Southern Cross” Trans-Pacific Flight 1928.* Cr. 8vo, First Edition; pp. 228 (last colophon only); 68 plates, pictorial endpapers; a very good copy in original silver-pictorial cloth; scarce. [Sydney; Printed & Published by Penlington & Somerville]; (1928).

#10119 A$150.00
49  Kingsford-Smith, C. E. and Ulm, C. T. P.  STORY OF “SOUTHERN CROSS” TRANS-PACIFIC FLIGHT 1928.  Cr. 8vo, First Edition; pp. 228(last colophon only); 68 plates, pictorial front endpaper (rear endpaper replaced); a fine copy in original cloth, lettered in silver (the secondary binding); scarce.  [Sydney; Printed & Published by Penlington & Somerville]; (1928).  #67506  A$125.00
Krefft, Gerard. **THE MAMMALS OF AUSTRALIA**, Illustrated by Miss Harriet Scott, and Mrs. Helena Forde, for the Council of Education; with A Short Account of all the Species hitherto described. By Gerard Krefft, F.L.S., &c. Curator and Secretary of the Australian Museum. Sydney, Thomas Richards, Government Printer. 1871. Folio (475 by 380 mm.), Facsimile Edition; pp. [x], 4(Introduction, last blank), [42](explanatory text to the plates, variously paginated), [4] (limitation notice and colophon, last 2 blank); 16 fine plates (originally lithographed from photographs by Victor A. Prout); original half leather, with cloth sides (slight foxing of cloth only); a nice copy. [East Melbourne; Lansdowne Editions; 1979].  ***Edition limited to 350 numbered copies signed by B. J. Marlow, Curator of Mammals at the Australian Museum..  #67487  A$250.00
51  **La Trobe**, Charles Joseph.  **LETTERS OF CHARLES JOSEPH LA TROBE.** Edited by L. J. Blake.  Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. x, 96, [2] (blank); 4 b/w & 8 coloured plates, 16 b/w. illustrations, notes, sources & references; index; original cloth; a very good copy in dustwrapper. (Melbourne); The Government of Victoria; (1975).  ***Victoriana Series No. 1.  #43575  A$35.00

#67499

A$35.00
53  McDonald, Colin.  ‘CC’ THE COLIN MCDONALD STORY.
Cricket, Tennis, Life.  Med. 8vo, Revised Edition; pp. xiv, 214(last blank); 24 plates; original stiff wrappers; a fine copy.  (North Melbourne); Arcadia; (2009).  ***Inscribed and signed by the Author: #67501
A$25.00
54 Mackaness, George; Editor. **FOURTEEN JOURNEYS OVER THE BLUE MOUNTAINS OF NEW SOUTH WALES 1813-1841.** Med. 8vo, First Collected Edition; pp. [xii], 276(last 3 blank); 8 plates, 4 text illustrations, notes and references to each chapter, index; original cloth; a nice copy in slightly marked dustwrapper. Sydney; Horwitz-Grahame; 1965. ***Originally published separately in a series of limited edition monographs. One of the accounts is that of Charles Darwin’s crossing when he visited Australia on the “Beagle” voyage; and accounts of the early explorers, Blaxland, Evans, Macquarie, Barron Field and several others are included. #14875 **A$75.00**
55  **Marjoribanks**, Alexander; of Marjoribanks.  **TRAVELS IN NEW SOUTH WALES.**  Cr. 8vo, First Edition; pp. viii, 268(last blank); original cloth (lightly worn; a few marks); a very good copy; scarce. London; Smith, Elder, and Co., Cornhill; MDCCCXLVII [1847].  ***Ferguson 4593.  An interesting account of social conditions, the aborigines, etc.  #67505  **A$250.00**
56  Melbourne:  **LIBER MELBURNIENSIS**:  The Book of the Church of England Grammar School, Melbourne: Its History, Register, and Various Memoranda. First Edition; pp. [vi], 136(last blank); frontispiece, 2 full-page plans, chronological table, index to register, etc.; binder’s cloth, with original cloth of front board mounted; (name on title-page; a few marks); a very good copy. Melbourne; Fergusson & Moore; MDCCCLXXIX [1879]. #12941  A$60.00
Melville, Henry. **THE HISTORY OF VAN DIEMEN’S LAND** from the Year 1824 to 1835, inclusive, during the Administration of Lieutenant-Governor George Arthur. Edited with an Introduction, Notes and Commentary by George Mackaness. Med. 8vo; pp. 200(last blank); 8 plates, notes, index; original cloth; a very good copy in torn dustwrapper. Sydney; Horwitz-Grahame; (1965). #550  **A$65.00**
SIGNED BY SIR ROBERT MENZIES

58  Menzies, Sir Robert.  The Right Honourable Sir Robert Gordon Menzies K.T., C.H., Q.C., F.R.S. (Prime Minister of Australia, 1939-1941 and 1949-1966).  AFTERNOON LIGHT.  Some Memories of Men and Events.  First Edition; pp. [x], 384, [6](blank); frontispiece & full-page illust., appendix, index; original cloth; a nice copy in dustwrapper (spine a little darkened as often).  (Melbourne); Cassell; (1967).  ***Inscribed to Sir Archibald Glenn and signed by Robert Menzies.  #67498  A$125.00
59  **Meredith, Mrs. Charles [i.e. Louisa Anne Meredith, née Twamley].**  
[Bound with, in the same volume as issued]

**Barrow, John.**  

**A$125.00**

#22217  

A$200.00
61  Outhwaite, Ida Rentoul and Outhwaite, Grenbry. THE LITTLE FAIRY SISTER. 4to, First Edition; pp. viii, 92, [4](adv.); 8 coloured & 8 b/w. plates by Ida, illust. endpapers; original quarter cloth (rebacked, with original backstrip preserved & new rear endpaper; frontispiece mounted to verso of half-title); a very good copy; scarce, particularly in this first edition. London; A. & C. Black Ltd.; 1923.
#67488  
A$175.00
62 Pelloe, Emily H.  **WILDFLOWERS OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA.** Demy 4to, First Edition; pp. 124; full-page map, 8 coloured plates, 21 text illustrations (8 full-page), appendix, glossary, index; original papered boards, gilt; (inscription on endpaper); a nice copy. Melbourne; C. J. DeGaris Publishing House; 1921.  
#27045  
A$75.00
63  [Price, A. Grenfell; and several others]. **THE CENTENARY HISTORY OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA.** Supplementary to Volume XXXVI of the Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society of Australasia South Australian Branch (Incorporated). Under the Auspices of the Government of South Australia and the Centenary Committee. First Edition; pp. xxiv, 420; coloured frontispiece (by Hans Heysen), 3 folding maps, 40 b/w. plates, 26 text figures, bibliography, index; original cloth; a nice copy. Adelaide; Royal Geographical Society of Australasia; 1936. ***Including a chapter (and folding map) on Antarctic exploration by Douglas Mawson and other chapters on Australian exploration, the Aborigines, natural history, progress of science, agriculture, industry & government, etc. #49926

A$125.00
64 Rogers, Hunter. THE EARLY HISTORY OF THE MORNINGTON PENINSULA. First Edition; pp. 96(last blank); 2 maps, 14 illustrations, index; original stiff wrappers; a very good copy. Melbourne; Hallcraft Publishing Co. Pty. Ltd.; 1960. #21847

A$25.00
65  **Shirlow, John:**  **THE ETCHED WORK OF JOHN SHIRLOW.**
Selected Reproductions in Half-Tone of John Shirlow’s Handicraft. Biography by R. H. Croll. Demy 4to, First Edition; pp. [54]; 20 mounted plates plus mounted bookplate at end (as issued), chronological list of plates etched by Shirlow; original boards and wrapper; scarce. Melbourne; Alexander McCubbin; N.D. [c. 1921].

***Edition of 500 copies. Different copies of this book appear to have different numbers of plates, and there was also a deluxe edition with more plates again. Each reference and catalogue we have consulted specifies a different number! However in this copy the last few plates are numbered to XX, and while we cannot be absolutely certain this copy is complete, it certainly appears to be so, there is nothing obviously missing and this seems to be the correct number. With the bookplate of George Mackaness on front pastedown. #67489  

A$120.00
66 Stevens, Bertram. **THE CHARM OF SYDNEY.** Illustrations by Sydney Ure Smith. Quotations collected by Bertram Stevens. Cr. 8vo, First Edition; pp. [32](last blank); 2 plates, 22 illustrations; cotton tied in original wrappers, with mounted coloured illust. on front; (inscription at head of first page); a very good copy; scarce. Sydney; Angus & Robertson; N.D. [c. 1918]. #44755 **A$45.00**
67  **Tench, Watkin. **SYDNEY’S FIRST FOUR YEARS: being a reprint of A Narrative of the Expedition to Botany Bay and A Complete Account of the Settlement at Port Jackson by Captain Watkin Tench of the Marines with an introduction and annotations by L. F. Fitzhardinge. Med. 8vo, First Edition of this reprint; pp. xxviii, 364; folding map, reproductions of the title-pages of the “Narrative” and the “Complete Account”, general introduction by Geoffrey Ingleton, chronological table of Tench’s service career, separate notes to each work, appendix, bibliography, index; original cloth; a very good copy; scarce. (Sydney); Published in association with the Royal Australian Historical Society [by] Angus and Robertson; (1961). #67457  

A$95.00
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